CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Dominican Sisters of Peace

“Blackbaud’s products have made it a lot easier to connect with anyone who
has supported us. We’ve had our most successful year ever because we’ve
been able to engage more people with our ministries.”
—Alice Black, Director of Mission Advancement and Communications

Dominican Sisters of Peace is a faith-based organization of sisters who devote their lives to
bringing peace to the world, reaching out to the poor and marginalized, caring for the earth,
providing healthcare and housing, and offering spiritual life programs. The organization was
founded in 2009 when seven different congregations from the International Dominican Order
came together.

Merging Seven Congregations—and
Seven Databases
When Dominican Sisters of Peace merged from seven separate
congregations into one large organization, the same needed to happen for
seven different supporter databases. Each congregation had been using a
different constituent management system, and it was essential to bring all
information into a single, central, and secure system. “Talk about a nightmare,”
Director of Mission Advancement and Communications Alice Black says.
The organization purchased Blackbaud’s integrated fundraising and CMS
solutions, including Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT, Blackbaud Online Express,
Blackbaud Target Analytics, and a new website. “Blackbaud simplified it—and
has helped us focus on cleaning up our database and engaging our supporters
over the last two years.”
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Stewarding and Reengaging Lost Supporters
With this merge complete, the staff needed to focus on stewarding all
current supporters, as well as reengaging lost supporters. Success hinged on
maximizing the organization’s online presence.

“Not many faith-based
organizations have
the staffing requirements
for well-executed
communications, but
within Blackbaud’s Raiser’s
Edge NXT® you can
schedule emails to send in
advance, so you don’t have
to do it that day.”
—Alice Black, Director of Mission
Advancement and Communications

Building and Executing on the Engagement Strategy

65
lapsed supporter donations
converted to renewed donors
within 2 months
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For the foundation of its engagement strategy, Dominican Sisters of Peace
staff created a new website using Blackbaud’s digital services. The site told
the organization’s story, made it easy for supporters to give, and included
content to help potential sister candidates discern their own call to religious
life. Now, Alice says, “Our supporters love our website. We have people look
for new vocations and, if a young woman feels called to religious life, she can
fill out our online form. People can donate or request a prayer on any page as
well.”
Next, staff moved forward with a communication plan for reengagement.
With her experience in stewardship, Alice knew that segmentation was key
in matching supporters with areas of interest and need. She explained that
“some [supporters] are interested in taking care of our retired sisters…and
with [segmentation] capabilities, we can ask those supporters for funds
to purchase a handicap-accessible van to make transportation easier.”
Blackbaud’s segmentation capabilities simplify all aspects of communication
and stewardship, from conveying to supporters exactly what their donations
support to telling the organization’s story through impact videos.
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Multichannel outreach—made easier through Blackbaud’s tools—has fueled success
in engaging supporters. The organization’s communication strategy includes:
• Emails for news, donation requests, volunteer requests, and event
updates—as well as automated thank you notes updated regularly, so a
repeat donor doesn’t receive a duplicate message.
• Social media for news and updates, impact videos, daily prayers, events,
and donation pages. “The way people receive news has changed, and we
all have smart devices now. We’ve really begun to push our social media,”
notes Alice.
• Direct mail, including newsletters, tax letters, annual reports, St. Dominic’s
Day campaign, and personal thank you letters. The staff asks the post
office to send return mailings, so address changes can be quickly noted
and the right recipients selected via AddressFinder™.
• Phone calls to new donors. “We have a sister that calls each new donor
and personally thanks them,” says Alice.

Grow by Every Measure
The communication strategy has succeeded by every metric since its
implementation:
•

Acquisition of over 800 new donors in 2017

•

Conversion of 65 lapsed supporters into renewed donors

•

Increase in social follower numbers by more than 45% in just 3 months

Alice highlights the huge success of the organization’s email and social media
strategy. “When we send out an e-news email that has a donate button, we
see responses from our supporters within the first five minutes.” By sharing
its good work with past, current, and future supporters, the organization
saw its most successful year to date. Now, its staff uses numerous channels
to tell the story—and continues to come up with creative ways to steward
supporters using Blackbaud products.

818
new donors acquired
throughout 2017

Get access to more reengagement tips at Blackbaud’s
faith-focused resource hub.

Social follower numbers grew
more than 45% in just
3 months

Check it out

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud provides software, services, expertise, and data intelligence
that empowers and connects people to advance the social good movement. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits,
foundations, corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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